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Abstract- Statistical service has been proposed for service
differentiation networks to improve resource utilization. However,
it has remained in a challenge to compute end-to-end statistical
service bounds for aggregates of regulated flows in a network. In
this paper, we develop a generalized statistical traffic envelope,
Global Statistical Envelope, which covers not only aggregated
traffic of regulated flows, but also a large variety of traffic sources.
Based on this characterization, we derive statistical bounds on
delay and backlog in a service curve network. The general
results are further applied to computing statistical delay bound
of aggregated flows regulated by peak rate constrained leaky
buckets in a network of rate-latency servers. The effectiveness
of our theoretical results is verified by numerical evaluation in
terms of providing significantly tight delay bounds.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the explosive growth of multimedia applications and
virtual private network services, quality of service provisioning
is still a crucial and challenging issue. For service assurance
networks, it's a common case that multiple flows are regulated
at the ingress node, and then served uniformly as a whole,
e.g., Differentiated Services (DiffServ) networks [1]. Also the
service measures, e.g., delay and backlog, can be evaluated
based on either deterministic or statistical model. Statistical
model allows a small fraction of traffic to violate the service
bounds, which results in significant improvement in terms of
resource utilization upon deterministic model [2] [3].
For the statistical analysis of service in a network, the
development of statistical network calculus [4] has attracted
great attentions in recent years. An alternative approach is to
use queueing theory, which can offers some accurate results.
But it's difficult either to abstract various schedulers or to
solve end-to-end service bounds. Moreover, the theoretical
results lack of generality since they are associated with specific
traffic source and node service. In contrast, statistical network
calculus has been shown effective to provide general and tight
results of end-to-end statistical service bounds with various
traffic sources and schedulers. This is implemented mainly by
extending the basic notions of network calculus [5] Arrival
Curve and also sometimes Service Curve, to a probabilistic
setting However existing studies in the context of statistical
network calculus are inefficient or inapplicable to computing
statistical service bounds of an aggregate of regulated flows.
Some studies (see [6] and references therein) are based
1-4244-0463-0/06/$20.00 ©2006 IEEE

on the notion of arrival curve rather than its probabilistic
version. In [6], the authors computed probabilistic backlog
bound at a Packet Scale Rate Guarantee (PSRG) [7] node.
Statistical delay bounds at each node were solved by the delayfrom-backlog property [7] of PSRG model, and then summed
up as the end-to-end one. This approach normally leads to
overestimation of end-to-end delay bound [8], and is available
for PSRG node rather than more general service curve ones.
Unlike the work in [6], most of studies are based on various
types of statistical traffic envelope, the extension of arrival
curve model (i.e., deterministic traffic envelope). A statistical
traffic envelope bounds in the probabilistic sense the amount of
flow traffic within arbitrary time duration. Let A(t, t+T) denote
the accumulated traffic of a flow during time period [t, t +
r]. A statistical traffic envelope G (T) of this flow indicates
Pr{A(t, t + T) gG(T)}I 1 £- for any t, T 0!, where £ is the
violation probability with G (T). One class of statistical traffic
envelopes [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13], referred to as Explicit
Burstiness based (EB) envelopes below, can be expressed as
G'(T) = a()+(r. Here a(T) is the base function, the burstiness
o- is arbitrary, and £ is determined only by the burstiness o-,
i.e., e = f(o-). In contrast, another class of statistical traffic
envelopes [3], referred to as General envelope below, don't
have the above limits to formulation with EB ones.
EB envelopes have been shown effective for both the characterization of a variety of traffic sources and the computation
of statistical service bounds. However, EB envelopes cannot be
used for an aggregate of regulated flows. If the regulators are
peak rate constrained leaky buckets, an EB envelope cannot
express the aggregated traffic of flows since its definition includes no factor of peak rate. If the regulators are alternatively
leaky buckets there had been no answer for an EB envelope to
express the aggregated traffic, until it was mentioned in [8] to
use Exponentially Bounded Burstiness (EBB) [13]. To our best
knowledge, such statement is supported only by Eqn. (60) in
[14] Because the envelope function given by that formula is
concave, it can be certainly replaced with an ER form. But it's
impossible either to to prove that e decays exponentially with
o- (i e EBB) or obtain
f(o') and a(T), which are needed
for computing statistical service bounds. Thus, in the case of
regulators being of leaky bucket type it is also infeasible to
apply an ER envelope for statistical service analysis.

The only two General envelopes are presented in [3] originally to express aggregated traffic of regulated flows. When
applying them to computing statistical service bounds, one
needs to assume Gaussian traffic process [3], or to estimate the
bound on busy period [3] [14] [15]. The former doesn't hold
in general, and the latter is nonrmally intractable in a realistic
network [5]. Thus, these two General envelopes are actually
restricted in the application.
As is introduced above, it remains in a challenge to compute
end-to-end statistical service bounds in the common case of
traffic source being an aggregate of regulated flows. In this
paper, we propose a generalized statistical traffic envelope,
i.e., Global Statistical Envelope. Its is available for the characterization of not only aggregated traffic of regulated flows,
but also a large variety of traffic sources that existing studies
have done. Based on the notion of global statistical envelope,
we derive statistical bounds on delay and backlog in a service
curve [5] system, which is commonly used to abstract either
a single node or a network. These general results are further
applied to attaining statistical delay bound of an aggregate
of regulated flows served by a network of rate-latency server
[16], which has been proposed to model an Internet router.
The contribution of this paper consists in the generality of
statistical traffic envelope, and the effectiveness of theoretical
analysis in terms of providing tight end-to-end statistical
service bounds. It is expected that our analytical model can
be applied to statistical performance analysis in more realistic
networks for efficient statistical service provisioning.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the notion of global statistical envelope. Section III offers general results of statistical bounds
on backlog, delay and traffic departure, which are further
applied in Section IV to attaining statistical delay bound of an
aggregate of regulated flows in a rate-latency server network.
The numerical experiments are stated in Section V. Section
VI finally concludes the paper.
STATISTICAL TRAFFIC ENVELOPE OF A FLOW
In this section, we will present the notion of global statistical
envelope, and an instance for an aggregate of regulated flows.

traffic envelope. Moreover, since the event in Eqn. (1) is
formulated as holding for all T > 0, a GSE actually indicates
a probabilistic upper bound on all sample paths.
B. Aggregate of Regulated Flows
To obtain the GSE of an aggregate of regulated flows, we
need to use its global effective envelope (referred to as GEE
below) [3] and deterministic traffic envelope. For a flow A(t),
a GEE 'HIH (T) is defined as a function of that meets Pr{VT E
[0, 1]: A(t, t + Tr) <7+W08(T)} 1 - E for any t O, where I > 0
is constant. Given a GEE and a deterministic envelope of a
flow, the following lemma shows how to construct a GSE.
Lemma I: If a flow with GEE {H',I(T) also has a determinT

istic envelope A*(T), and 'HO'(T)
(T)

i-

,

[ti t2].

For a flow A(t). its Global Statistical Envelope (GSE in
abbr.) 'H (r) with violation probability e is defined as a nondecreasing function of time interval T that meets
Pr{VT

>0

for any t
0, and
The definition of

A(t, t + T)

(T)}

Ofor any < 0.
allows any non- decreasing function
probabilistically bounding the traffic, and the associated violation probability being a function of any parameters in the
envelope function. Hence, GSE is a general type of statistical
() -

GSE

min{'9-(

A*(T) at = 1, then
T

(T),A

A*(T),

(T)},

I

T

(2)

T1

GSE of this flow with violation probability a.
Proof: For any t, divide [t, oo) into two non-overlapped
parts T, and Td, in which W'(T) is taken respectively as WgI(()
and A*(T). It's obvious that, for any t > 0, Pr{3T Ts A(t, t+
T) > 'Hl(T)} < 8, and PriT E Td A(t, t + T) > A*(T)} O
By Eqn. (2), we then have Pr{iT > 0: A(t, t + T) > 1H'(T)} =
Pr{rT e T, A(t, t + T) > W-(T)} + Pr{T E Td. A(t,t + T) >
A*(T)} a, which finishes the proof.
Let C and N denote the set and the number of constituent
flows within an aggregate. Assume that A1j(t) are inidependent
mutually and stationary, i.e., Pr[A i(t, t+r) < x] = Pr[A,j(t', t' +
T) < x] for all t, t' > 0. For any j C, flow j is regulated to
have a deterministic envelope A *(T), i.e., Aj(t, t + T) < Aj(T)
for any t O andd T O. For the type of regulator, we consider
peak rate constrained leaky bucket. Regulated by a peak rate
constrained leaky bucket with peak-rate Pj, average rate pj
and burst size o-j, flow j has a deterministic envelope as

is

a

c

c

A*(T) = min{PjT,pjT +±r},
and the

one

of the flow aggregate

II.

A. Definition
We use fluid traffic processes with continuous time model.
Let A(t) denote the accumulated traffic of a flow at time t, and
A(t t2) is particularly used for the one during the time period

{

>

can

(3)

be obtained with

(4)

Emin{PjT,PjT +crT1 .

Ac (T)

JEC

We begin with computing the local effective envelope
(referred to as LEE below) [3] of a flow aggregate based
on Hoeffding bound [17]. For a flow A(t), its LEE G (T) is
defined to satisfy Pr{A(t, t + r) < '(T)} > 1 - for any
t 0O and r 0O. Considering A*(T) and 0 respectively as
the upper and lower bounds of independent traffic arriva'ls
Aj(t t + r) by Hoeffding bound we can readily obtain a
LEE as
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where £ is the violation probability specified with G- (r)
The stationarity of A (t t +T) and Eqn (3) together indicate
Z E[Aj(t, t + r)] <E p (T). Then, the above expression can
J'EC
be detailed with J1u.
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For simplicity, we consider only homogeneously regulated
flows, i.e., A min(POT,poT+ (TO). In this case, Eqn. (5) can
be simplified with

Sg"(T) =mintP,T, p,T +

}-,

(6)

where Pe = N'Po + Npo, Pe = (N + N')po, o- = N'(ro, and
N' =(Nogeg)/2 in detail.
Then we will apply Lemma I in [15] to constructing a GEE
from a LEE. That is, given a LEE Sgq of a flow, its GSE can
be given by 'Hl (T) = GE9(yT + a), and
£ =

£g -

a_,

(7)

where y > 1 and a c (0, ) are both arbitrary.
Referring to Eqn. (6), a GEE can be given by

{ce(T) = min{PhT+ Mh,pPh + ri}1,
where P1 = yP, MI, = Pe,a, Ph = YPe, and 0h = Pea + oe.
Finally, by Eqn. (2) and Wl'(T) obtained, a GSE of an
aggregate of homogeneously regulated flows can be given by

7Hc(T) = minlPhT + Mh,PhT +±

III. STATISTICAL SERVICE BOUNDS

Based on the notion of GSE, we now derive the statistical
bounds on two service measures and the output traffic of a flow
in a service curve system. Let A(t) and D(t) denote the traffic
arrival and departure of a flow at time t, A(tI, t2) and D(tj, t2)
are particularly used for the ones during the time period [t , t2].
t
By convention, A(t) = D(t) 0O for any t 0O, A(t2tl)
-A(ti, t2), and D(t2, t ) = -D(ti, t2). One measure is virtual
delay W(t), the delay experienced by a bit which arrives at time
t. For a lossless system, W(t) = inf{d > 0: A(t) < D(t + d)}.
Another one is backlog at time t, i.e., B(t) A(t) - D(t).
For a flow A(t), the system is said to serve this flow with
a service curve S(t) if and only if its traffic departure D(t) >
A(t) S(t). Here X means min-plus convolution [5], i.e., f(t)9
g(t) = inf [f(u) + g(t - u)]. The concatenation of multiple
Lc[o,t]
service curve nodes is also a service curve system. Hence,
the results in this section are available for statistical service
analysis both at a single node and in a network.
Before the derivation of statistical service bounds, we first
present a lemma as below.
Lemma 2: Given an arrival process A(t) and its global statistical envelope W'(T), the following probabilistic inequality
holds for any nonnegative function g(t) and any t 0.

Noo}
(8)
Note that, to apply Lemma 1 to obtaining a GSE, it's needed
to make sure '-C((1) IA*(Z). Eqn. (7) and the expressions of
Pr{IVT 0 : A(t + T) - A(t) g(t) < 'H(T) 0g(T)}I 1 - (10)
/
and
the
smallest
leads
to
the
Here 0 means min-plus de-convolution [5], i.e., f(t)0g(t)
o-e imply that, given e,
Pe, Pe
lowest G and W'H. Hence, for a fixed E, I is chosen such that sup[f(t + u) - g(u)].

g(yl + a)

h, NpOT +

A c()

ii

(9)

C. Discussion
Being General envelopes, GSE, LEE and GEE are all
available for bounding probabilistically the aggregated, traffic
of regulated flows. However, when they are used, to solve
statistical bounds on service measures, next section will show
that GSE needs neither the assumption on Gaussian traffic
process (as LEE) nor the estimation of busy period (as
GEE). Consequently, GSE can be applied to statistical service
analysis in more realistic networks.
The formulation of GSE covers the existing EB envelopes.
The ones presented in [9] [10] [1 1] are similar to GSE and
GEE in terms of being defined from sample path point of
view. For any choice of (T, each of them always corresponds
to a GSE, and the reverse conversion exists only when W'(T)
is specialized with EB type. In contrast, other EB envelopes
[8] [12] [13] hold. merely for single r. Theorem 2 in [10] has
shown how to convert these pointwise envelopes to the one of
sample path view, so is a GSE.
When flow traffic can be expressed by an LB envelope, the
formulations of sample path view impose the least constraint
on the violation probability function £ ft(o-). That is, f(x)
needs merely to be a tail distribution [9] [10]. e. a power
function as x- or even the ones decaying slowly. This feature
malk;es GSE and the LB envelopes in [9] [10] [11] be available
for characterizing non-Gaussian heavy-tailed traffic processes
in realistic networks, e.g., a -stable self-similar processes.

0

Proof: For any t

!

0,

f
Pr{V>T 0 A(t + T) - A(t) 0 g(t) 'H'(T)
0 g(T)}
Pr{VT >: sup [A(t - u, t + T) - g(u)]
u gO,t]

< sup [H(u + T) - g(u)]}

> Pr 1!0,
O U [O,t]: A(t- U,t+ T)-g(U)
<'1 (u+ T) - g(u)}1
1 -a.

( 1)

(12)

Eqn. (11) holds since (VT 0> U E [0 t] : A(t - u, t + T) g(u) <'H(u+ T) -g(u)} cV{ >0 : sup [A(t -u,t+T)r`[oOl]
g(u)] sup ['lH(u + T) - g(u)]}, and Eqn. (12) results from
LEo[t]
the definition of GSE.
U
Replacing g(t) in (10) with a service curve S(t) shows that
Pr{VT > 0 : A(t+T) -A(t)0S(t)

948(T)0S(T)}

1 a-. (13)

T:he statistical bounds on virtual delay, backlog and, traffic
departure of a flow served by a service curve system are
provided in the following theorem
Theorem 1 (Statistical Service Bounds). Consider a flow
with GSE W7(r) (the maximum violation probability is a),
served by a system with service curve Stv). For any t 0,
there exists the following statistical bounds on virtual delay
W(t), backlog B(t) and traffic departure D(t) of this flow.
(t)J,
(14)
ds = inf{d > 0 t 0 8(t d

bs =

(W-- 0S)(O),

bd(T) = W (T) 0 S(T),
respectively hold in the senses that Prt W(t) < dsJ _ I
Prt{B(t) bs> 1 - , Pr{/T > 0 D(t, t + T) < Hd(T)I I
Proojf For any t O0, there exists
.

.

>

PrltD(t) >! A(t - cs)j
(17)
PrJA(t) 0 S(t) >! A(t - cls)j
0
(18)
Pr(A(t) W--(t c&) >! A(t ds)l
=Pr inf [A(u) + 'f (t - dc - u)] > A(t - ds)4
u[O,t]
Pr{ inf [W'I(t - dc - u) - A(u t - dc)] > 0} (19)
1

u[0,/]
.

(20)

Note that, in the above formulas, Eqn. (17) holds as D(t)
A(t)OS(t) implies {A(t)OS(t) > A(t- ds)} C {D(t) ! A(t-ds)),
Eqn. (118) is true since Eqn. (1L4) indicates S(t) 'H(t- dS),
Eqn. (19) holds because A(t- ds) isn't concerned with the inf
computation over u, and Eqn. (20) comes from the definition
of GSE. This finishes the proof of statistical delay bound ds
expressed by Eqn. (14).
Let T = 0 in Eqn. (13). That is, for any t 0,

Pr{A(t) A(t) S(t) (WJ 0 S)(0)} >

1 a
(21)
The definition of service curve implies B(t) = A(t)- D(t) <
A(t) -A(t)OS(t), which together with Eqn. (21) completes the
proof of Eqn. (15).
Note that D(t+T) A(t+±) and D(t) A(t)®S(t). Then, for
anyTr> 0, D(t, t + T) = D(t±+T) - D(t) A(t +±) - A(t) SS(t).
Referring to Eqn. (13) completes the proof of Eqn. (16). U
Given the GSE of flow arrival, Theorem 1 provides general
results of statistical bounds on delay, backlog and traffic departure of a flow in a service curve system. Moreover, Theorem
1 also provides uniform expressions for both statistical and
deterministic service bounds. In fact, a = 0 in Theorem
1 implies Theorem 1.4.1, 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 in [5], the basic
conclusions of network calculus.
-

IV. AGGREGATE OF REGULATED FLOWS IN A RATE-LATENCY SERVER
NETWORK
In this section, we will go further to apply the general results
provided by Theorem 1 to computing end-to-end statistical
delay bound of an aggregate of regulated flows in a network
of rate-latency servers [16]. The service curve of a rate-latency
server with service rate R and latency T can be expressed with

S(t) = R(t - T) ,

(22)

where the upper label + means m+ = max(m, 0). By virtue
of generality and simplicity rater latency server has been
suggested as the standard model for an Internet router. A
concatenation of multiple rate latency servers is also of the
same type, whose service rate and latency can be readily
obtained by the ones of each node.
The rate-latency server is fed with an aggregate of independent flows, which have been homogenously regulated by

peak rate constrained leaky buckets. The GSE of such an
aggregate has been provided by Eqn. (8). To compute endto-end statistical delay bound, one can consider the equivalent
rate-latency server of multiple nodes. This implies that the
assumptions on the independence and regulation are needed
only at the ingress node. Therefore, the above assumptions do
not restrict the results being applied in a multi-node scenario.
Theorem 1 indicates that statistical delay bound with violation probability a can be given by the maximum horizontal
deviation between the two curves HcH(t) - t and S(t) - t. Wc(t)
shown in Eqn. (8) is concave and piecewise linear. It has three
a and 1, where WCH(T)
turning points at 0, Th
Mh,
PhTh + Mh (equal to P6TO) and N(pol +(To) respectively. Sc(t)
given by Eqn. (22) is convex and piecewise linear, and has a
turning point at T. Thus, a statistical delay bound of the flow
aggregate can be offered by

ds

T+a{h (PeTo Rrj), (NpolT

1N (23)

R

and the violation probability is a, the same as Hc(T). The max
operator in Eqn. (23) indicates that d, could be dco = T+M0l/R,
d41 = T + (PeTO -RTh)+ /R, or d2= T + (Npo/ +Noo -Rb+/R,
1 R and Ph > R
respectively corresponding to Ph R, Ph
Eqn. (8) and (9) show that there exist infinite number of
combinations (ag, y, a, 0 corresponding to each a required.
Accordingly, the solution to WC(H) is not unique. Because the
quality of dc provided by Eqn. (23) depends on ag, y, a and
1, we need to optimize d, over ag, y, a and 1.
The first step of optimization is to reduce the number
of arbitrary parameters. For simplicity, let z = pe/Npo, and
tz y) ae2
7-y .It's obvious that z > 1, N' N( 1),
1)
ag e2N( .Combining Eqn. (7) with (9) shows that a and
I can be expressed with y and z as follows.
a

O02-z
Po z+ (zy -l)f(z, y)

(24)

(Po 2(-y z
pO (zy l ) + fz.y

(25)

-

Replacing a and I in Eqn. (23) shows there are now only two
variables, y and z, to be optimized over.
The second step is to compute the optimal d,o, d and d 2,
and determine their implications on the choice of y and z. The
expressions of Ph and Ph show that Ph - R, Ph - R and Ph > R
respectively correspond to jy[(z- 1) LO + 1] 1 , Vzy <1 and
zyM 1, wxhere
NVpoIR means the utilizatioun. Then the
optimal d,0 dc1 and d 2 can be detailed individually with

do

Po

minify[(z- 1'PO +1]

1

2 -z
cro
P0Po
yIz±(T+
zXY : +z) - 1Ll)f(Zy
J(26)

Po

di = minflzy< 1 T+qTo[l+
(Ton

PO

27

Po

-

ylz±(zy

1) -fly

(z

)f(z,y ]

_1

J

.

1(27)

d2

min{rzy >I.:T

(1

R

rq),Po

The comparison between GSE and SUMDfB curves shows

__ I

( /7 l)± -._
(
that, at most of time, Eqn. (29) offers significantly tighter
(28) statistical delay bounds. This indicates that independence at

Note that there are four basic constraints for the above opti- each hop is a worst-case assumption for the distribution of endmizations, including (a) y > 1, (b) 1 +
log/(<2N) z < 2, to-end, delay. The exceptions exist in the cases of single node
(c) a < To, and (d) I > To. Among these constraints, (a) is and, some high violation probabilities, in which the bounds
necessary, (b) is required as £g = e 2V(
> E and a, > O0 by Eqn. (29) are slightly looser. Another observation from the
and (c) together with (d) assures that Eqn. (23) is effective.
comparison is that, the variances of violation probability, numThe last step is to obtain the optimal d, Let x
ber of hops, and utilization have obviously smaller impacts on
(Nloga)/2. By y > 1 and ag < a, it's readily to verify 'da by Eqn. (29) than the ones based on the approach in [6].
that, (1) if x < (I r)RI PI, < R, Ph < R and Ph > R are all
possible, (2) if (i0)< x < ( R), either Ph < R or Ph > R
VI. CONCLUSION
holds and Ph < R is impossible, and (3) if x > (I-)R only
In this paper, we compute statistical service bounds in a
Ph > R is possible, neither Ph
1 R nor Ph < R holds any more. network fed with an aggregate of regulated flows. Based, on
Considering Ph < R, ph5 R and p1l > R are the conditions of the notion of global statistical envelope, statistical bounds on
respectively taking dO, cd I and d92 as cd, we certainly conclude
delay, backlog and tratfic departure can be readily derived, as
that the optimal ds can be formulated with
network calculus has done in the deterministic sense. Although
the notion of global statistical envelope is presented originally
minidod,d2l, x <(I)
(]
-r7)R
to characterize the aggregated traffic of regulated flows, it
<x
(i
dsopt = min di, d2,
Po
actually covers a large variety of traffic source that existing
x> (I -)R
d2,
studies have done. Thus our theoretical resulLts are general
where do, d1, and d2 are shown in Eqn. (26), (27) and (28). rather than merely for an aggregate of regulated flows. The
effectiveness of our theoretical results is verified by numerical
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
experiments. The numerical results confirnn that sample path
In this section, we will evaluate the statistical delay bound,
view of stochastic flow traffic leads to not only concise forms
provided, in Section IV by numerical experiments. There are of formulation, but also tight statistical performance bounds.
two types of flow in the experiments. Type 1 is specified with
In fact, this paper considers only statistical multiplexing
P1 = 1.5Mbps, Pi = 0.15Mbps and o-I = 95.4kbits, while
of aggregated flows, but no statistical resource sharing
gain
type 2 is expressed with P2 = 6.0Mbps, P2 = 0.15Mbps and
differentiated flow aggregates. The latter is the aim of
among
Cr2 = 10.345kbits. Each rate-latency server node serves a flow
our
ongoing
study to relax some constraints in related works.
aggregate with service rate R = 50Mbps and latency T =
in
Mcoreover,
our future work, we are intended to carry out
0.08ms. As for a concatenation of H nodes, the equivalent
simulations
with
more realistic traffic and, practical scheduling
rate-latency server are expressed, with R = 50Mbps and latency
to evaluate the theoretical results in this paper.
disciplines
T = H x 0.08ms.
End-to-end statistical delay bounds are computed based on
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Fig. 1. Statistical delay bound, violation probability, number of hops, and utilization: (a) flow type 1, H = 57 q = 0.2, 0.8 (b) the same as (a) excepts with
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